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1.0 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this Technical Memorandum is to provide 
documentation and user information for the S-191 Single 
Spectral Scan Analysis Program. A breakdown of the com- 
putational algorithms is supplied in appendix A ,  followed 
by the program listing and examples of sample output in 
appendices B and C, respectively. Appendix D contains a 
copy of the flow chart which describes the driver routine 
in the body of the main program segment. 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
Thc program is written in XTRAN to be run in a stand- 
alone fashion on the COM-SHARE time sharing system. As 
nearly as possible, it features a self-prompting operation, 
enabling it to be operated with minimum knowledge of the 
internal software logic or system design. Incorporated in 
its structure are the basic Production Processing Requirements 
Equations from PHO-TR524. Most calibration data is from 
MSC-07744.* The set of resolvable wavelengths that can be 
tested, have been selected from memo TF3-088. Configuration 
Board Directive update S$AD-081 is included, as are the six 
wavelength dependent algorithms furnished by Richard Juday 
(TF3), which are used to compute the ramp voltages. 
Input to the program is raw data values from S042-2 
and S042-5. Output produces the S042-3 quantities generated 
by DSAD. Detector temperature ratios, emissivities, dichroic, 
and mirror reflectivities are generated internally by table 
130kup single and double linear interpolations as appropriate. 
A skeleton scheme of program logic flow is given in appen- 
dix D. 
"MSC-07744 is Earth Resource8 Experiment Package ( E R E P )  
C a l i b r a t i o n  Data. 
3.0 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
3.1 General Discussion 
A general discussion follows: 
The program may be run from any terminal having 
access to the COM-SHARE time sharing system. 
0 The input to the program consists entirely of 
numeric data and may be keyed in free format. 
For example, any legitimate manner of representing 
FORTRAN data types will be recognized. 
Where the program requests two or more data items 
to be input, keying in an incomplete data set will 
cause the program to prompt for additional input. 
However, inputting spurious or extra data will 
likely generate false output. 
In the event the terminal sets idle after apparently 
keying in a correct response to a request by the 
program, a status check can be made on the system 
without interrupting the program by simultaneously 
depressing the "control" and "shift" keys and "L." 
The system generally will respond with an R, D, or 
T. Their meaning is as follows: 
R = job is presently active within core 
D = 110 disk transfers are taking place 
T = waiting for terminal input 
Most commonly, T means the user has failed to keyin 
a "carriage return" after inputting data. 
I n t e r n a l l y  accumulated n o i s e  w i l l  be r e f l e c t e d  by 
s p u r i o u s  symbols appea r ing  on t h e  o u t p u t  hardcopy.  
Before  e n t e r i n g  d a t a ,  t h i s  n o i s e  shou ld  be  c l e a r e d  
by keying  s u c c e s s i v e  ( c o n t r o l  A ) .  
The program w i l l  be  o p e r a t e d  under  c o n t r o l  o f  t h e  
XTRAN subsystem whose r eady  symbol i s  "+." Whenever 
t h e  p l u s  s i g n  a p p e a r s  a s  t h e  f i r s t  symbol o f  a l i n e ,  
t h e  system is  w a i t i n g  f o r  an XTRAN command, NOT d a t a .  
Any o p e r a t i o n  may be  a b o r t e d  a t  anyt ime by h i t t i n g  
t h e  "escapew key. 
3.2 System Se tup  
Because t h i s  p rocedure  i s  f l e x i b l e  and s u b j e c t  t o  change ,  
i n fo rma t ion  r e g a r d i n g  t h i s  a r e a  w i l l  n o t  be i n c l u d e d  i n  
t h i s  memorandum, b u t  may be o b t a i n e d  by c o n t a c t i n g  Ed Downes 
a t  483-3155 o r  by ma i l  code C-09, and a copy o f  t h e  c u r r e n t  
documentat ion w i l l  be forwarded under  s e p a r a t e  cove r .  
3 .3  Log-in  Procedures  
See 3.2  above. 
3 .4  Loading t h e  Program 
See 3.2 above. 
3.5 Program Options 
Discussion: 
There are two means whereby the user may control and 
guide the sequence by which the program processes data. 
The first is by responding appropriately to the self-prompting 
commands generated within the hard-wired logic flow. This 
includes the selection of channel number, ramp length, etc. 
This also covers the reread capability whereby the program 
outputs a message such as: 
Keyin "0" to continue, "L" change 
In the event an error has been made in entering a data 
set, inputting llL,'l where "L" is the line number to be 
changed, will cause the program to backup to allow a new 
datum to be keyed in. This continues until a zero is 
entered to continue. 
The second means to alter program flow is external to 
the normal logic and is applicable when a system error has 
aborted the program or when the "escape" key is hit. Both 
actions return control to the XTRAN system which is vbrified 
by the appearance of a plus sign (+)  as the first character 
of the output line. At this point entering the XTRAN command 
"go line carriage return," where "line" refers to the 
circled numbers on the flow chart in appendix D and the 
statement labels in appendix B. Executing this command 
will reenter the program at that line with all indexes and 
registers set at the same values as when program control was 
lost or abandonzd. The most common use of this command will 
be when nonsequential data sets are processed. See appendix C 
for a sample output which demonstrates this capability. 
A special option allows the processing of channels 
3 and 5 simultaneously. A prompt mode instructs the user 
for input. 
3.6 Input 
Discuss ion : 
Input parameters are generally a function of the 
channel selected; however, common to all channels are the 
following items in the order requested by the program: 
Scan day-hour, minute, second 
Ramp length (in counts) 
Channel number 
1 = long wavelength negative (HgCdTe) 
2 = near infrared (PbS) 
3 = short wavelength (Si #1) 
4 = ramp counts 
5 = short wavelength (Si U2) 
6 = long wavelength positive (HgCdTe) 
Also common to all channels are the following: 
Eleven sequential A 4  raw count values from S 0 4 2 - 5  
Five sequential A (channel) raw count values from 
SO42-5  
Additional input required for long wavelength channels: 
a Scan dichroic temperature from S042-2 data 
Scan reference temperature from S042-2 data 
Scan ambient temperature from S042-2 data 
Scan sphere temperature from S042-2 data 
Scan heated cal temperature from S042-2 data 
a Scan detector temperature from S042-2 data 
Additional input required for near infrared calculations: 
Scan detector temperature from S042-2 data 
A demonstration of input parameters can be seen in the 
appendix C model output, 
3.7 Output 
Discussion: 
Output is a function of channel selection and is treated 
separately as f~llows: 
Long wavelength (for each wavelength) 
(1) Table 1 which contains the wavelength associated 
row number, wavelength, wavelength ramp 
voltage referenced to a 4.86 volt (971 count) 
ramp, the actual ramp voltage used in cal- 
culation, and the actual ramp voltage con- 
verted to counts 
(2) A printout of the scan temperature parameters 
( 3 )  Table 2 which contains the wavelength associated 
row number, wavelength, responsivity, emissivity, 
dichroic reflectivity, mirror reflectivity, and 
detector temperature ratio 
(4) The linear eqwitions output by the !east 
squares fit of the 11 and 5 inputted S042-5 raw 
data values, respectively 
(5) VCIIAN, which is the output of the Configuration 
Board Directive SbAD-018 calculations 
(6) VBAR as described in appendix A 
(7) Blackbody radiances for the dichroic, reference, 
ambient cal, sphere, and heated cal tempera- 
tures 
(8) Refcrcncc radiance calculation 
(9) Source radiance at the chopper cal for the 
ambient source 
(10) Source radiance at the chopper cal for the 
heated cal source 
(11) Channel number 
(12) Radiance at the chopper 
(13) Radiance at the calibration source 
(14) Radiance at the aperture 
(15) Scan time of computed values 
Short wavelength (for each wavelength) 
(1) Table 3 which contains the same type of infor- 
mation provided in table 1 (see 3.7, number 11, 
plus the responsivity 
( 2 )  Scan time of computed values 
(3) The linear equations output by the least 
squares fit of the 21 and 5 inputted S 0 4 2 - 5  
raw data values, respectively 
(4) V C f l A N ,  which is the output of the Configuration 
Board Directive SGAD-018 calculations, is 
shown in both volts and counts 
( 5 )  SWLI, the short wavelength radiance 
(6) Channel number 
(7) Responsivity 
Near infrared (lead sulphide) 
(1) Table 4, similar to table 3, with the addition 
of the detector temperature ratio 
(2-7) See 2 through 7 above. 
(8) Detector temperature ratio 
3.8 Logout Procedures 
To logout simply: 
Keyin "escape" (system responds with "+") 
Keyin "control G" (system responds with "-") 
Eeyin "log carriage return1' 
Disconnect handset from the acoustic coupler when 
the carrier light goes out. 
4.0 ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
The S042-2 ambient temperature is used for the 
sphere temperature. 
The S042-2 package temperature is used for ;he 
lead sulphide detector temperature. 
Cai~ulations for the short wavelengths in the range 
of I..1 to 1.4 micrometers have not been programmed, 
but may be included at a later date. 
Appendix E was included to show how the S042-5 
values were selected for the sample output shown 
in appendix C. 
It should be noted that the responsivities in the 
sample output in appendix C have all been set equal 
to one. This is not the normal case, but is due to 
the fact that at this writing, the correct respon- 
sikities have not been received. Upon their 
receipt, they will be included to the program and 
output appropriately. 
APPENDIX A 
LISTING OF ALGORITHMS 
A.1. Algorithms used to compute channel A4 voitage 
A.1.A. Select wavelength = "L" 
A.1.B. Choose coefficients (Al, AZ, AS) from A.1.C. through 
A.1.H. 
A.1.C. 0.40 < "L" < 0.71 
A1 = 1.14527 
A2 = 3.41492 Segment 2 
A3 = 0.0237844 
A.1.D. 0.72 < "LW < 1.36 
A1 = 2.67633 
A2 = 1.52349 Segment 3 
A3 = 0 
A.1.E. 1.38 c "LW < 2.48 
A1 = -1.64778 
A2 = 0.966462 Segment 1 
A3 = 0.265708 
A.1.F. 6.00 < "LW < 9.20 
A1 = 0.975941 
A2 = 0.266592 Segment 6 
A3 = 0.00798181 
9.20 < ItLw < 12.7 
A1 = -3.12383 
A2 = 0.490235 Segment 4 
A3 = -0.00932054 
A1 = -2.04175 
A2 = 0.288636 Segment 5 
A3 = 0 
A.1.1. Compute VIA4 = A1 + A2 L + A3 L~ = (4.86 ramp 
volt VA4) 
A.1.J. VIA4 ramp/4.86 = channel A4 voltage for wavelength 
ttLtt and ramplength "ramp." 
A.2. Algorithm used to compute blackbody radiances 
Description of parameters: 
BT(K) = blackbody radiance for "K" 
K = 1 = dichroic 
K = 2 = reference 
K = 3 = ambient 
K = 4 = sphere (ambient used) 
K = 5 = heated cal 
T(K) = temperature in degrees kelvin for "K" 
VV(1,L) = wavelength responsivity 
A . 3 .  Algorithm used to compute reference radiance 
Description of parameters: 
BT(2) = reference blackbody radiance 
BT(1) = dichroic blackbody radiance 
RHOC = chopper reflectivity 
A . 3 . A .  RI = reference radiance = RHOC BT(2) + (1 - RHOC)* 
BT(1) 
A . 4 .  Algorithm used to compute the source radiance at 
the chopper cal for the ambient source (RISA) 
Description of parameters: 
VV(3,L) = wavelength emissivity 
VV(4,L) = wavelength dichroic reflectivity 
BT(3)  = ambient blackbody radiance 
W(1) = dichroic blackbody radiance 
B'r(4) - sphere blackbody radiance 
A . 4 . A .  RLSA VV(3,L) VV(4,L) BT(3)  + (1 - VV(4,L)) 
HT(1) + (1 - VV(3,L)) VV(4 ,L) B T ( 4 )  
A .  Algorithm used to compute the source radiance at 
the chopper cal for the heated cal source (RISII) 
l)cscription of parameters: 
VV ( 3 , L )  = wavelength emissivity 
VV (4 ,Id) = wavelength dichroic reflectivity 
lYl'(1) = dichroic blackbody radiance 
Ii'C (4) = sphere blackbody radiance 
U'I' (5)  = heated cal blackbody radiance 
A . 6 ,  Algorithm used to compute "VBAR1' 
Description of parameters: 
VCIII = output of equation A.l computations 
after being massaged by Configuration 
Control Board Directive SCAD-018 
algorithms 
B(1) = bias for channel "I" 
VV(6,L) = wavelength detector temperature ratio 
A . 6 . A .  VBAR = (VCHI - B(1)) W(6,L) 
A . 7 .  Algorithm used to compute the radiance of the 
chopper 
Description of parameters: 
VBAR = (as in A .  6 above) 
I = channel number 
VV(2,L) = wavelength responsivity 
RI = reference radiance 
Algorithm used to compute the radiance at the cali- 
brat ion source 
liescript ion of parameters : 
I,WI,IC = radiance at the chopper 
VV(4,L) = dichroic reflectivity 
W(1) = dichroic blackbody radiance 
Algorithm used to compute the radiance at the 
it p C  r t 11 1.e 
Ikscr i pt ion of parameters : 
IaWI,IS = radiance at the calibration source 
VV(S,I,) = mirror reflectivity 
IU'(3) = ambient blackbody radiance 
Algorithn~ used to compute short wavelength radiance 
for channels 3 and 5 
Description of parameters: 
VCllI = (as in A.6) 
B ( 1 )  = (as in A.6) 
VV(2,L) = wavelength responsivity 
Algorithm used to compute short wavelength radiance 
for channel 2 
Description of parameters: 
VCHI = (as in A.6) 
B(1) = (as in A.6) 
VV(6,L) = lead sulphide detector temperature ratio 
VV(2,L) = wavelength responsivity 
A .  1 l . A .  SWLI (PBS) = (VCIII - B(1)) W ( ~ , L ) / V V ( ; , L )  
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LISTING OF PROGRAM SYMBOLICS 
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C: F I ~ U R A T I O N  BOARD D I R C C T ~ V C  IUD a18 W D A T ~  t o  mt?nowct t n t  so sa-3 
C t fNJTPUT VALUES IIUYERATED BY D e b e A r b e  USfYO RAW DATA ''66 4 8 - P a  ArOD 
C t  "SO 42-5". INPUT* ALSO INCORPORATtD ARC THC SIX VAVELtrlbTH DtPENDENT 
C t fi1,GORITHMS PROVIDED BY RICHARD JJDAY, ( t?3  ), TO C O M N t t  THE RACP DE- 
C t ?E?!DE!UT CHAYVEL VOLTAGES. 
C t 
C c DESCRIPTION OF PARAMtTEPSt 
C t  
C: B T ( l r S r 3 ~ 4 0 5 )  BLACmODY tG!!ATfONS POR.*.**.ee 
.cr  , t t i )  = rn = D I C H R ~ I C  TEPIPERATURE 
C: T t 2 )  = 77 = REFERENCE TE9PERATUPE 
C I  T ( 3 )  = TA = AWBIENT TEPPEEATUPE 
C t T ( 4  1 = T S  = SPHEPE TEPPERATURE 
C t  T ( 5 )  = TH = HEATED CAL TWPEBAtrfRE 
C t 
: 'n?( 1 )  = t4MRDA (WAVELE?VTH IN MICPCMETSPS) 
C t  V'.7(2) = FESPOVSIVITY 
C: l JV(3)  = EVISSIVITY 
: V V ( 4 )  = DICHROIC EEFLECTIV'f tY 
C :  V1J(5)  = WIPF.OI? PEFLECTIVITY 
C: ! IV(b) = DETECTOF TFHPEJ?ATPFE RAT10 
C :  VV(7)  = \.:At-'EEEYGT VOLTACE PEFEREVCED TO 4 e R 6  VOLT RAMP 
C: VqJtR) = C'AVELEYriTH VOLTAGE PEFFPEYCED T0 ACTUAL ?A- 
~t w ( q )  = YA~ELFYT;TH CC)WTS PSFEPEVCED r n  ACTUAI, RAMP 
0 : 
C: ??V = MAIV PEnGl?4V PATA APPAY (STnRED E'TEPYAL Tn PRnCPAM) 
C:  I = TABLE LOOW? ARRAY FnT SuISSI1fITY/FHnD/PHOY/ 
c ! D = I?YISSIVI'T'Y 
1: : ' ! (3-4~ 1 - 3 8 )  = DICHRnIC PEFLFCTI1llTY 
C : ' 1  1 )  WIPROF? EFFLFCTIIJITY 
C : ' ; ( ( 1 * 3 ~ 5 ) ~ 1 - 3 8 )  9 WAVELENGTH 
C: T F I T  = DATA AWAY FOP DBTECTnP TEWPEFATURF PAT10 CWP ' lTQTIn~1  
c : = C!!AVVEt EIAS APFAY 
c : s = ~.ITS')AI, AFPAY F ~ F !  TEYPEPATVPF: *IATS 
C:  P W C  = *99  u CYnPPET PEFLPCTIVITY CALCULATION 
COYPUTE INTE!?POI.ATEfr DETECTOP TEMPERATVVFE* 
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00 TO 1R 
C 
C ENTER SHORT WAVtLtNOTH StCTfON*e** 
C 
3 DISPLAY '==============SHORT WAVELENflTH CALCULATIONS FOLLOW=--==== 
~ ~ l l '  I) 
DISPLAY ' I SHORT WAWLtYt3tH TABLE 3' 
DISPLAY 'ROW--LAMBDA--RE? VOLTS--ACTUAL VOLTS--RELATlV)S COUNT--PFS 
WSIVITY' P 
WRITE (f!r93) ( V ~ V V ( L I Y ) ~ ( < V V ( M , N ) ~ M ~ ~ , ~ ) ~ W ( ~ ~ N ) ) ~ N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
DISPLAY @ = O ~ b = R = ~ = O = @ = B = B ~ b ~ 0 m @ m B ~ 8 = B = O - f l - @ - I = 0 - 0 = ~ = ~ = 8 = ~ = b = B = R = O =  
=puq=(3=nm * 0 
no ea L = m.6e 
15-Dl SPLAY ' SCAN DAY-HRICIV~SEC =*aODAY(l).'-'rODAY(Q)r*8'aODAY( 
)a' r'a#DAY(4) 3 
ENTEii LEAD SIII.PHIDE SECTION* . 
DISPLAY *===============NEAP IYFRA-FED CALCULATlONS FOLLOW======== 
0 
Dl SPLAY ' KEYIV DFTECTnR TElrrPERATVRE IN WGREES CEYTlCiRADE = ' r l 
ACCEPT TEMP 
FOP L=63r 9c9I CALI. FDETl (VV( 1 rL)rTEPIPaW(/raL) ) 
DISPLAY ' LEAP SVLPHIDE TABLE 4' 
Dl SPLAY ' ROC'--LC\wnDA--REF VOLTS--ACTl'AI. VOLTS--PELATIF COUYTS--RE 
r;n rn a:! 
06  ON EEROFI 77  
77 DISPLAY ' E l  fOP(77) IVTEPRI'PTa L *a#La'a HEYIY NEV L '*I 
ACCEPT UEL' 
L = VEW 
ON ERiiOP: SYSTEW 
G O  TO ('3. 31,151 I D  15. 9 )  I 
0:) crln 
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SUBROUTINE "IN'I'ERI" PERFORMS A S l N a L t  INTtRPOLATION OF A 
POINT "T" WITH RESPECT TO POINTS "TI"IAND **TOe* 
USAnEI CALL INTER1 i MI 'A', T ~ I  T e ,  V6 1 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
M = LOWER BOUND OF TABLE ARRAY **Ye VALUt* 1.t. <TABLC<XrY)) 
T = POINT T 0 . 8 E  INTERPOLATED 
T I =  LOWER BOUND TABLE W t N T  
T9= UPPER BOUND TABLE POINT 
V6= RETURN VALUE OF INT'ERPOLnlZU CaINT 
SUEnOUTINE INTER1 (Mr Tr T l.+21V6 1 
DELT - TO - 'F 1 
TEP = r8s.  3* tM- l , )  - T 
A LC;L'F TEP / 51 
V* = T1 - X 
RE 1 URN 
END 
SUBROUTIVE INTER2 PERFORMS I N T E H ~ L ~ ~ A I O N  OF 
I HY OUTPUT OF SuBnUuTIkE INTER1 
USAflEt CALL INTER2 CV1r W r  VI I l r  VTI 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
Vl  = 1ST OUTPUT OF IVtERl  
V2 = 2ND OUTPUT OF INTERl 
v = WAVELENGTH rwur 
1 1  LOWER BOUND OF TABLE ARRAY "X". 1.E. (TABLECXDYD)) 
'IT = PETVRY VALUE OF ITERO 
S'JBROUTINE IVTEF2 ( V l , V 2 , V r l l r V T )  
D I F  = 2. 
I F  t I l . E O e 5 )  DIF  1. 
Dl  = V2 - 'I! 
02 = V - 15. 
I F  ( 1 1 . ~ o . 4 )  n p  = 1: - 13. 
X = Dl * D2 / D I F  
VT = Vl + X 
RETUZN 
END 
SUBROUTIVE L l Y F l T  
PUPPOSE 
MAKE A LEAST-SOIrAUFS F I T  TO DATA WITH A STPAIRHT LINE 
Y 3 B*X + A 
DESCPIPT IOV OF PAFAMETERS 
X - ARFAY OF DATA POlYTS PO? IVDEPENDEVT VARIABLE 
Y - ARRAY OF DATA P n I W S  ?nv DFPPlPEVT VARIABLE 
SIGMAY - APPAY OF STAVDAPD DEVIATIOVS FOR Y DATA POIhlTS 
NPTS - NUMBER OF PAIRS OF DATA POIYTS 
VODE - DETFPMIYES METHOD OF VEICiHTIVG LEAST SQVARES F I T  
+ i  ( IVSTT~~.WEVTAL)  C 'EIGHTCI)  = I . / s I w ~ Y ( I ) * * ?  
O (YO KEIGHTIYG) VEICiHT(1) = 1. 
- 1  (STATISTICAL) WFIGHT(1) = l a / Y ( f )  
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C A - Y INTERCEPT OF WTTED STRAIOHT L I N ' ~  
C SIOMAA - STANDARD DEVIATIOY 3 F  A 
C B - SLOPE OF FITTED StRAIflHT LINE . 
C SIQMAB - STANDARD DEVIATION OF B 
C R - LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
C Vt -WAVELCNflTH . 
C CH - CHAVNEL 
C 
C r 
C I LINPIT -- LEAST SQUARES LINEAR F I T .  
C r 
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S U B R O U T I W E  V A 4  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  C H A N N E L  4 R E F E R E N C E  
VOLTAGE A S S U R I N G  A 4.86 V O L T  R A W  L E N n T H  AND S T O F E S  
I N  V V C 7 , L )  F O R  E A C H  VAVELtNf lTHm V V ( 7 r L b  IS T H E N  CON-  
m R T E D  T O  T H E  ACTUAL W L T A O t r  AND R E L A T I V E  D I d l T A L  
C O U N T S r  U S I Y G  THE ACTUAL RAMP L E N f i T H  AND S T O R E S  I N  
V t R r L ) .  AND V < 9 r L ) ,  R E S P E C T I V E L Y  
U S A G E 8  C A L L  V A 4  t V l ,  V 7 r  V d r  R r  V 9 r  I V  ) 
D E S C R I P T I O Y  O F  P A R A P E T E R S  
V l  = I ? ; P U T  WAVELEYGTH 
V 2  = R E S P O N S I V I T Y  
V7 WAVELENGTH R E F E R E N C E  V O L T A G E  (4.66 V O L T S )  P A M P  L E N G T H  
VR = V A V E L E N G T F  A D J U S T E D  V O L T A G E  ( A C T U A L  V O L T S )  R A F P  L E Y G T H  
C SUDEOUTI'!E " I N P U T "  A C T S  A S  A D R I V E R  RO1"TIYF TO 
I: I V P U T  T H E  R E C F I P T  OF T H E  S T A V D A R D ,  DATA S E T  P E R  
L UAVELLNGTH OF 1 1  CHAVNEL 4 V A L U E S  AVD 5 C H A Y N E L  
C V C l )  V A L U E S  F O P  CHAYNEL "1". FROM T H E  TEF.YINAL. 
C ALTEEi ' JATI  VELY,  I F  I V 2  1 S l l N E 0 I J A L  TO E E F O r  T H E Y  
L T K O  C H A Y U E L S  OF 1)A'l'n CA'1 SF: S1YULTAUEQUSL.Y P R O -  
(: C;E>SEP FOF THE S A H F  UA1!ELEVClTH. 
uEsCRI P T  1OY OF PAT 4 W T E F S  
L = I*'A'EI.EYT;TH A S S O C I A T F I ?  APPAY !'Oh', I .F." '?V(XrI.>" 
I = I Y P O T  CHANNEL NUMBEE 
V C Y I  = P K T U P Y  TYkLCtE F a P  C H A V Y F L  "I" 
'ICHP = PEf l 'T 'Y  VAI,UE FOP CFIANlYEI. *'1?12?-** 
I = O F T I  OVAI. CH4'1VFL V Y E E F  " IV?"  
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SUBROUTINE I N W T  C L. 1. VCHI. VCH8. IVQ ) 
COMMON BC6). VV(9.68) 
COMMON /C/ Dtll)r V t l l ) ~  SlCWAYt11) 
DIMENSION CC 1 1  ) ' 
DATA CYT .$$5P$244 
VCHQ r 00 
IVI - O * * 
D I SPLAY 
DISPLAY 'INWT FOR LAMi?DAe~IW(lrL)~'~ CHANNEL Ieall.'r ROW ='r#L 
DISPLAY -XEYI~I  I POINTS AROVNI~-.IW(~.L),* COUNTS* 
VL = VV(1.L) 
DO 1 1  J l r l l  
DISPLAY 'REYIY'r#VV(lrL)ra SCANCm.IJr' ) = 'rl 
ACCEPT V(J) 
C(J) = V(J) 
V(J) = V(J) ?YT 
DRJ) = (J) 
CONT I'PJE 
DISPLAY *SAMPLE C O W T S  A W A Y  = ' a  C 
DISPLAY *KEYIN "B*' TO COYTIWE. "J" TO CHA'IGE SCAV "J" 'a 
ACCEPT K 
IF C KoGT-0 00 TO 2 
IF (D(1O)oEQefl) GO TO 4 
CALL LIVFIT (D.VrSIGPAY.1 ~ D B , A D S I G I ~ : A A D B O ~ S I ( ~ Y A B D F ! ~ V L D ~ )  
TLAV <VV<R*L) - A) / BO 
TCYANg TLAY + (00-1) /Re 
!CYAN= IFIX(TCHAV + - 5 )  
I2 = I 
IF (IV2-GT.0) 12 = 1'22 
DO 12 M = 1.11 
CCL?) = 0. 
DCM) r 00 
V ( F )  = 0.  
COYTIVJE: 
DISPLAY 'KEYIY 5 C Y A Y V E L * D ~ I ~ D *  VALUES AROIJYD PELATIVE SCAY LINE'r 
# 
DO 5 J = 1.5 
JJ = KCHAN + (J-3) 
DIS?LAY *KEYIV '*J*' =*.r~.* VALVE FOP SCAN*.~JJ,~ = * , r  
ACCEPT VCJ) 
CCJ) = tJ(J) 
V(J) = VCJ) * CVT 
D(J) = (JJ) 
CnUTIUUE 
c.0 TO 3 
CALL LINFIT CP:!DVBD S I C I H P Y D ~ D ~ D A ~ S I G W A ~ D B O D S I G ~ A B D P ~ V ! (  1,L)r I )  
VCI!AN = ET) * TCHAV + A 
'JCNTS = VCHAY / CVT 
IF (I'J2.E3.n) 'ICY1 = '?CHAY 
'JCH2 = VCHAN 
DISPLAY 'VCHAN(Vr)LTS ) =*r4VCHAVre =*.#BOD* *'.rTCHAVr* +'*#A 
DISPLAY * VCHANCCO'JJTS ) + *  D #VCNTS 
DISPLAY 
DISPLAY *KEYIY "G" Tn COVTIWE. "1" TO INPUT CHANWL ''I" DATA 'r # 
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APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE OUTPUT 
Page 1 of 5 
S o 1 9 1  SINGLE SPECTRAL SCAN ANALYZER 
COMPILE uATF,: APR 12 
*******LZ*********************~********************************** 
KEYIN SCAN DAYDHRDMINISEC = e 5 4 ~  1 4 ~  00 
NEXT DATUM: 4 4  
KEYIN RAMP LENGTH IN  COUNTS = 973 
KEYIV CHANNEL I = 6 
LONG WAVELENGTH TABLE 1 
ROW--LAMBDA--REP VOLTS--ACTUAL VOLTS--RELATIVE COUNT 
KFYIU SCAN DICHPOIC TWPEEATUFE = ZboR93  
!T.Y IN SCAN FEFE?EEUCE TEMPE?ATTJF.I? = -1  5 . 252  
C Y I X  SCAY AWAIEUT CAL. S O l P C f  TEVPFPATIJEE = 2 3 0 2 R l  
WYTN SCAFI S?!R?E TEVPEPATl!% = 23 .281  
'.(EYIN SCAN HEATED CAL SOlJPCE TEMPEPATUPF: = 4 9 . 0 2 5  
KEYIN DETECTOR TEIPERATUPE I N  DEGPEES KELIJIY R 6 * 2 @ 5  
TI'. TRnTAnTSnTH,TEPP = 24.R93 -15 .252  23 .2Rl  8.3 4 8 3 1 
490'325 86 
Example 1. - Long wavelength t a b l e s  1 m d  
2 ;  c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  wavelengths 8 .1 ,  9 .3 ,  
and 1 4 . 1  micrometers;  and use  of cont ingency 
i n t e r r u p t .  
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ESC: ( I N P U T ) Q + l  
+ f O  7 7  
Page 3 of 5 
I N P U T  FOR LARBDA 8.1. CHANNEL 1 6 .  ROV 8 
K E Y I N  1 1  P O I N T S  AROUND 7 3 Q . 5 5 7 8 3 6 1  COUNTS 
X E Y I N  8.1 SCANC 1 ) = 784 
& Y I Y  8.1 SCANC Q ) 786 
KEYLN 8.1 S C A N <  3 ) = 788 
K E Y I N  8.1 S C A N <  4 ) = 788 
K E Y I N  8.1 SCANC 5 = 731 
H E Y I N  R e 1  S C A N (  6 ) 111 
K E Y I N  8.1 SCANC 7 ) = W32 
K E Y I N  R m l  SCANC A ) 731 
W.YIN 8.1 SCAnJ< 9 ) = 737 
K E Y I V  8.1 S C A N <  1 0  ) = 737 
V Y I N  8 . 1  S C A N (  11  ) ' =  740 
SAYP1.E Cr)!?NTS APRAY = 724 726 728 728 731 111 
9 734 737 737 710 
K E Y I N  "4)" T O  C O N T I N U E ,  "J" T O  CHANGE SCAN "S' 6 
OLE SCAY 6 = 1 l l r  X E Y I N  NEV SCAN 6 732 
! E Y I N  "0" T O  C O N T I N U E ,  "J" TO CHANGE SCAN "3' 7 
OLD SCAN 7 n. W Y I N  W W  SCAN 7 = 734 
K E Y I N  "0" T O  C O N T I N U E *  "J" TO CHANGE SCAY ''2' R 
OLD SCAN R = 731,. K E Y I N  VEV SCAN 8 = 737 
?tEYIW "B" T O  C O N T I N ~ J F D  "J" TO CHANCE SCAN "J" 10 
n L D  SCAN I n  = 7 3 7 ~  K E Y I Y  YEW SCAY 10 = 738 
K E Y I N  "(3" T O  C O N T I N U E ,  "B" TO CHANCE SCAN "J" B 
q Y 1 V  5 CHANNEL 6 'JALIJES 9POUVD F E L A T I V E  SCAY L I V E  6 
! K Y I Y  "S' = 1 VALtIE F O P  SCAV 4 = 394 
W Y l Y  "S' = 2 VALUE FOT: SCAY 5 = 397 
K F Y I N  "S' = 3 'IALfJE FOT: SCAN 6 = 4(1n 
' E , Y I N  "J" = 4 VALUE FO? SCAN1 7 = 44)l 
t F ' f  I V  "2' = 5 VALUE F n T  SCA'! R = 400 
SAYPIX CO~J:JTS A R R A Y  = 3 94 397 404) on  1 480 n 
F 0 B 0 P1 
K E Y I N  "O)" T O  C O U T I N I I E D  "J" T n  CHANGE SCAY "J" 0 
VOLTAGE(  R.1. 6 )  = R*O)f?32E-!33 + SCAN + 1 . 9 4 4 7 7 7 6  
KEYIFl "m" T O  C O V T I N U E D  " I "  TO I V P t l T  CHAMYEL " I "  DATA D 
C n v P V i E D  VRA? = l .R11nfl6$?739 
I . W ~ D A /  FES? E V I S S .  1 wnr. F w M .  / R H O C /  TD TP 1 T Q  
1-4. l n  I .  n . w n n o  n . 7 w n o  o . ~ m n o o n  0.99 ~ 9 8 . 1 7 9 3  2 5 7 . 9 4 ~  ~ 9 6 . 4 ~ 1  
f'. P 4 0 4 h 6 5 9 9 F - 3 4  = T3L4CWODY P A D 1  An!CF F O F  P I C H F O I  C T F Y P E P A T I J P F  
? . 4 9 3 2 5 7 6 3 F - A 4  = FI .ACKRnPY RADIAYCE F Q P  PKFF,:!EVCE TEMPCIP9TVPF 
o . 5 i i 7 R 1 7 7 F - R 4  = BLACKBODY P A D I A V C E  Fn? P I W I E V T  C A L  S O U P C F  TF3!PEPATVP& 
P 0 5 6 1 7 R f l 7 E - 0 4  = BLACKBODY PADIAnICE FOR S P H F P E  T E M P E P A T U P E  
1 3 P 3 9 3 6 9 4 E - 0 3  = 0i .ICKBODY F A D 1  A W E  F O P  HEATED CALFISOUFCE T F Y P E P A T U P E  
3 . 5 4 6 7 6 9 5 1 9 E - 0 4  = P F F E P E V C E  DfiCIIAMCE CALC71LATIOV 
R . 6 4 P t 3 1 5 1 3 P E - A 4  S O U F C E  RADIAYCE AT T H E  CHOPPEI? C A L  F O P  THE A Y B I E Y T  S O  
P C E  U 
l . 2 3 4 3 4 7 2 6 7 E - A n  = SOl!ECE P A D I A V C E  .AT THE C H O P P E R  CAL F O ?  T H F  HEATED CAI. 
SO'IFCE 
LAMBDA = R. 1 CHANVEI. = 6 t G Z I C  = l . R U 0 4 1 7 4 1 6  
L V L I S  2 0 6 2 1 3 0 1 7 R 3  L K L I F  = 2 e E 3 6 R 3 6 2 7  
~ ~ P I P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ I P I O ~ ~ P O I I ~ P ~ ~ ~ I E I ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ U I ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ X ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
i 
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SCAN DAY-HR 
ESCt ( I N F I J T ) 9  , 
+GO 77 
E P B O R C 7 7 )  I N T E R R U P T ,  L + 9, K E Y I N  N E W  L = le 
I N P U T  F O B  LAMBDA 9.3, CHAVVEL 1 6, ROV = 18 
K E Y I N  I 1  P O I N T S  AROUND 1 2 5 * 9 7 3 6 6 8 6  COUNTS 
KEYIN 9.3 S C A N (  1 ) 118 
K E Y I N  9.3 S C A N <  2 ) = 1 2 B  
K E Y I N  9.3 S C A N (  3 ) = :el 
K E Y I V  9.3 SCAN( 4 ) = 193 
K E Y I Y  9.3 S C A N (  5 ) = 1 2 4  
K E Y I N  9.3 S C A N (  6 ) = 1 2 6  
E Y I V  9.3 S C A Y (  7 ) = 1 2 7  
K E Y I N  9.3 S C A N <  R 1 + 1 2 9  
K E Y I N  9.3 S C A N (  9 = 1 3 6  
KEYIN 9.3 S C A N (  1Gl = 132 
KEYIN 9.3 S C A N (  1 1  ) = 133 
SAMPLE COUNTS ARRAY = 118 128 12 1 123 124 1 2 6  
1 2 7  1 2 9  1 3 8  1 3 2  133 
K??YIU "Cil" T O  C O N T I N U E ,  "J" TO CHANGE SCAN "3' QJ 
K F Y I N  5 CHANNEL 6 VALt!ES A F O l V D  P E L A T f  VE SCAN L I M E  6 
KEYI?I "S' = 1 VALITE FOR SCAV 4 = 554 
'KEYIN "J" = 2 t?ALUE F O P  SCAN 5 568 
! C Y I N  "3' = 3 ?.'ALUE FOR SCAN 6 = J62 
KEYIN "3' = I TJALIJE F O P  SCA"I 7 = 5 6 B  
KEYIN "S' = 5 VALIJE F O P  SCA?! R = 557 
SAV?LE C O U Y T S  A W A Y  = 5 54 S6k3 d 560 557 0 
, 4  0 P) 6 0 
K F Y I ? J  "P)" T O  CONTIYlJE,  "J" TO CHAYGE SCAN "J" 3 
0I.I) SCAN 3 = Q)r KEYIN NEU SCAN 3 1 562 
;(I;.YIz' - ~ 3 -  T O  C O N T I N U E ,  -J- rn CHANGE SCAN "J" 01 
KEYIN "0" T O  C O V T I Y U E B  " I "  TO I Y P U T  CHANNEL " I "  DATA 0 
COMPIJTED VBAF! = 2 0 6 6 2 6 4 6 2 R 4  
l,AI<L(D?/ R E S P  / C P I S S .  / LHOD. / PHOM. /EHOC/  T D  / T P  T A  
9.30 1 .  fle9Rflk3O 0.76280 0.89n900n P . 9 9  2 9 R e B 9 3  259.948 2 9 6 . 4 8 1  
r ? . 5 9 1 9 6 2 R 4 = E - l 3 4  = ULACKHODY RADIANCE F O R  D I C H R O I C  TEMPERAT?IPE 
k . 2 6 3 5 3 0 7 5 7 E - 9 4  = BLACKBODY RADIAYCF FOR R E F E H E N U  rEMPEF!ATUF!E 
9 . 3 2 3 6 2 1 7 4 4 E - 0 4  BLACKDODf KAvIANCE F O P  AMBIENT C A L  SOURCE TEMPERATURE 
~ e 3 2 3 6 2 1 7 4 P E - 0 4  BLACKEODY R R D 1 A N C E . r O t t  S P H E R E  TEMPERATURE 
1 . 4 1 8 6 3 1 4 2 3 E - 0 3  8 BLACKBODY RADIANCE F O P  HEATED C A L  SOURCE TEYPERATUF.E 
4 . 3 1  6 8 1  5 B 7 R E - Q J 4  8 R E F E F E V C E  R A D I A N C E  C A L C g L A T I O N  
9 e 3 8 7 4 8 6 9 2 7 E - 8 4  . SOURCE R A D I A N C E  A T  T H E  C H O P P E R  C A L  F O P  T H E  AMBIENT S O  
PCE U 
1 . 3 f l l R 7 5 1 1 7 E - 0 3  a SOURCE RADIANCE AT T H E  C H O P P E R  C A L  F O R  T H E  HEATED C A L  
s n f l E C E  
LAMBDA - 9.3 CHANYEL 1 6 L W L I C  2 . 6 6 3 0 7 7 9 6 4  
Lt;:LIS = 3 . 4 9 4 5 5 3 3 8 2  L V L I F  = 3.928383786 
C = I ~ f l E E f . ~ P ~ % ~ x l ~ f ~ P I s t I s f D I ~ I I ~ 3 t ~ I % I I ~ ~ ~ x a ~ a ~ 5 ~ ~ x % ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ = ~ ~ = ~  
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E S C :  ( I N P U T ) 9  
+(-- 
+GO 77 
E P R n %  77 ) I N T E R R U P T  J L 
I N P U T  F O R  L A P B D A  14 1 
K E Y I N  11 P O I N T S  A R O t N D  
K E Y I N  14.1 S C A W <  I = 
K E Y I N  14.1 S C A N (  2 ) = 
K E Y I N  14.1 S C A N (  3 ) = 
K E Y I Y  14.1 S C A N (  4 1 = 
K E Y I N  14.1 S C A N (  5 ) = 
K E Y I N  14.1 S C A N (  6 1 = 
K E Y I N  14.1 S C A V (  7 = 
KF.YIY 14.1 S C A V <  R ) = 
K Z Y I V  14.1 S C A N (  9 ) = 
C H A N g E L  # 6~ ROW = eR 










K Z Y I N  14.1 S C A N (  10 1 a 412 
% Y I N  14.1 S C A V (  11 a 414 
S A M P L E  C O U V T S  A R R A Y  = 399 490 481 403 405 496 
408 489 411 4 12 414 
K E Y I N  "O" T O  C O N T I Y U E J  "J" T O  C H A N G E  S C A N  "J" 0 
K E V I Y  5 C t f A V N E L  6 ' J A L U E S  AROUND R E L A T I V E  S C A V  L I V E  6 
C Y I U  "J" = 1 VALIfE  F O R  S C A N  4 = 450 
K E Y I N  "J" = 2 VALIJE F O P  S C A N  5 = 456 
T Y I V  "J" = 3 S'AL'1E F O E  S C A Y  6 = 453 
K E Y I V  "J" = 4 V A L l l E  F O F  S C A N  7 = 45O 
K E Y I N  "J" = 5 VALIJE F O P  S C A N  R = 454 
SAMPLE C O ~ T ' I T S  A R R A Y  = 45B 45A 453 458 454 0 
!' "I n B o 
K E Y I N  "O" T O  C O U T I N U E D  "J" T O  CHAYGE S C A Y  "J" O 
K E Y I N  "O" T O  C O N T I N U E D  " I "  T O  I Y P V T  C H A M E L  " I "  D A T A ' f l  
C n u R J T E D  VBA?. = 2.113R19SRO 
LAMBDA/ R E S P  / E M I S S .  / T?HOn. / RHnM. / R H O C /  T D  / T P  T A  
14-13 1. 1.0mmn n . 7 ~ 7 8 ~  n.97iwnm 0.99 wu.093 257 .94~  ~ 9 6 . 4 ~ 1  
7.Pn294357E-04 = B L A C K S O D Y  R A D I A N C E  F O E  D I C H P O I C  T E M P E R A T U P E  
o.1699638 17E-84 = B1,ACKBODY P A D 1  AMCE F O E  R E F E P E N C E  T E M P E R A T U R E  
7.16572896RE-n4 = s l . A C X 2 r l n Y  P A D 1  A W E  F O P  A Y B I E V T  C A L  SOtI!?CF: TEMPEP.AT!IPE 
7.fiF.572R96RE-B4 = B L A C K B O D Y  P A D I A N C E  TOT? S P H E R E  T F M P E P A T U R E  
9.4004433hRE.-04 = B L A C K B O D Y  D A D I A N C E  F O P  H E A T E D  C A L  S O U P C E  T E M P E R A T U P E '  
ESC: ( I N W T ) 9 + 1  
+cn 3 
=====-=======mSHORT WAVELENGTH CALCUtATIONS FOLLOVm==m===m==== 
8 SHORT VAVELTNQTH TABLE 3 
I'OV--LAMBDA--REF VOLTS--ACTUAL 'JOLTS--RELATIVE COUNT--RESPONSIVITY 
34 0.40 2051504 2.51A86n 583.5261 9946 l e d  
35 0.42 2.58373 2.5R'?652 517m270825i3 1.0 
36  0.44 2.65244 2.656464 531 *83366140 1.0 
3 7 9.46 2.72117 20725295 544.79310658 1 0 8  
3 R 9.48 2.7R991 2.794145 558. 556361 61  1041 
39 5 2rR5R6R 2.663814 578. 32348496 1.B 
40  0.52 2.92746 2.931902 506.09429R3i 1.R 
4 1 8.54 2.99626 3.880809 599. R689R 109 1.0 
4 2 9.56 300650R 3.069735 6130 64747328 1.0 
4 3 0.58 3.13392 3 13R6RCll 627.42977490 1.6 
& 4 @*dB 3.20278 3. 287644 64 1 2 1588592 1 0 
4 5 n.62 3.27166 3.276627 655.nflSRI763R 1.0 
4 6 m.64 3 *34@56  30345630 668.79953625 1.9 
1' 7 9 - 6 6  30409 tR  3.414651 682.59707554 1.B 
4 R O.6R 3.47841 3.483691 696.39842424 1.0 
4 9 8 .78  3.54737 3.552751 718.2035R23R 1 * 8  
5 ;1 3 - 7 2  3.77324 3077R96R 755.42494741 1.41 
5 1 Qe'4 3.89371 3. Pfi94R4 761e52517691 1.0 
5 2 n.76 3.R341R 3. R4BC1)98 767. 62540642 1.9 
5 3 0.7R 3.RG465 30870516 773 ~ 7 2 5 6 3 5 9 2  1 c3 
5 4 Cl*R@ 3.89512 3.901032 779mUE586543 1 * 8  
5 5 n.R2 3.92559 3.931548 7R5.92609494 , 1.0 
56 8.84 3.95bM6 3.962064 792. 92632444 1.9 
5 7 C I o R 6  3.98653 3.9925R0 798.12655395 1.m 
5 P 0.88 4.91798 4. ti23096 Rn4. 2267R345 1.P) 
5 9 0.9fi 4 *@4747  4*P)53612 816.32701296 1 * 0  
6 Be93 4.n931R 4 .P1993R6 819.47735721 1.B 
6 1 0.96 4.138RR 4.145160 028.62770147 1.0 
6,2  1.1n 4.35217 4 35R773 871 32930R02 1.6 
= p ~ n ~ 0 = f l r ~ = ~ a ~ t ~ = @ o ~ 0 f l = ~ = ~ = @ 1 ~ = @ 1 p ) r ~ ~ ~ = 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ = f i = ~ = ~ = 0 = 9 = ~ = @ = f i = f i ~ f l =  
SCAP DAY-Hl?:MIN:SEC = 254- 14: 0 :  44 
I!!PfJT FOF LAMEDA 6.4, CHANVEL I 6, ROW 34 
KEY l Y  1 1 PO InJTS AROLWD Sfl3.5261995 COVYTS 
K E Y I N  8.4 SCAN( 1 ) = H 
ESC: ( INPUT)9+1 
Example 2 .  - Short wavelength t a b l e  3 .  
~ ~ = f l = ~ = ~ = Q ~ f l ~ ~ n ~ 1 9 = f l = p 1 e p ~ ~ = n 1 ~ 1 p 1 ~ = d s ~ t ~ = U s f l = f l = ~ = ~ = f l = f l = f l = f l a ~ = ~ = f l = ~ = A =  
Example 3 .  - Near infrared table  4 .  
APPENDIX D 
FLOW DIAGRAMS 
S - 1 9 1  S I N G L I ;  S P E C T R A L  SCAN A N A L Y S I S  PROGRAM 
S T A R T  
I N I T l k L I  Zli V A R I A B L E S  
I N P U T  WAVI:LI:NCTII. R E S P O N S I V I T Y  S E T  "VV" 
4 
K1.Y I N  SCAN T I M I . ,  RAMI'LlihGTII, 4 CIIANN1:L 
I,ROM T1:RMI NAL I 
I 
SIIORT WAVI, 1.1 NCTII 
0 I'AHLI 3 
S-191 CONTINGENCY I N T E R R U P T  OVERLAY 
+ 
D I S P L A Y  
"ERROR ( 7 7 )  I N ' T t R R U P T ,  L-OLD VALUE,  K E Y I N  NEW VALUE-" 
I 
I K E Y I N  NEW "L" FROM TERMINAL I 
1 
STATEMENT @ B E G I N S  
NEAR INFRARED LHANNEL . P ~ S  
* : i O l L .  STATLMI.NT f$ 1 5  ACCI.SS1.D HY LI .YING I N  "GO 7 7  
CARRIACL RLTURX" AFTER AV " L S C P P E "  I S  I I I T .  
O R  H) K L Y I N C  I N  "GO 7 7  CARRIAGE RETURN" AFTER 
A S!'STLM I.RROR OCCURS.  
t 8 I 'P~~oDUCIBILITY OF THE 
QZUGINAL PAGE IS POQB 
APPENDIX E 
S 0 4 2 - 5  SAMPLE INPUT SOURCE LISTINC 
*See  




LWL I A I J  










384. C-- 2 
387. 3 
'S19l MY DATA (CHANNELS A1 THROUGH A61 
PRWECT 1-000-503-LC3-41-2 
ORBIT 0 SITE 0 
















































5 .  
5. 
5. 
5 .  
5 .  
5 .  
5 .  
5 .  
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0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0. 
0.  
0 .  
0. 
appendix C ,  example 1, wavelength = 8 .1  micrometers 
an a p p l i c a t i o n  of t h i s  source  l i s t i n g  and t h e  use 
of t h e  r e l a t i v e  scan  l i n e  numbers. 
